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1 Introduction 

 

Discover how to visit the past and bring yesterday's stories into our lives today. 

- Gillian Hovell (2009: 10) 

 

In order to bring the past into today, archaeological research regards every possible clue of 

past behaviour. By doing this, it has become exceedingly multidisciplinary, analysing not 

only settlements and their material culture, but utilising novel analytical methods from 

various scientific fields. When coming into contact with skeletal human remains, there is a 

possibility to acquire information of not only of the culture but the very individuals within 

it. Osteology, the study of the structure and function of bones, uses a variety of methods to 

attain a holistic view of the individual as well as the population. Characteristics such as 

ancestry, sex and age can be estimated from the morphological appearance of the bones, 

the accuracy depending on the reliability of the method as well as the level of preservation 

of the material at hand. Additionally, the information can be used to construct larger 

patterns of the population in terms of physical well-being and living conditions (Goodman 

& Martin 2002).  

Harris lines, radiopaque lines visible on bones, which form during growth 

and have traditionally been regarded as the result of childhood malnutrition, disease or 

trauma (Harris 1931). However, research findings have shown noticeable inconsistencies 

and the aetiology of Harris lines is revealing out to be multifactorial (Papageorgopoulou et 

al. 2011). This decreases their possibility to be used as clear signs of illness or stress, but it 

is in no means a reason to discard them. Observable life history events from skeletal 

material are limited, increasing the value of every event visible and measurable. As Harris 

lines are connected to growth, often even being referred to as growth arrest lines, the 

increasing understanding of the biomechanical processes of growth itself might also 

provide new perspective on the matter. Saltatory growth model, a theory proposing growth 

to occur via saltatory spurts, has gained popularity and support within the field of growth 

studies and could possibly offer a model for Harris lines as well (Alfonso-Durruty 2011). 

The aim of this dissertation was to review Harris lines in light of the new theory regarding 

growth in order to better understand how Harris lines could be best utilised in 

archaeological interpretation. The objectives were as follows: 
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1. Visual examination of radiographs from the archaeological sites of Hamina, Porvoo 

and Renko. Harris lines were counted and the time of formation measured manually 

according to pre-established criteria. No background information was sought until 

data collection was done. 

2. After data collection additional information regarding the individuals was included 

using excavation reports, historical sources and the doctoral dissertation of Kati 

Salo (2016). 

3. Finds were analysed using statistical methods.  

4. Results of the statistical analysis were regarded in light of previous research of 

Harris lines and the Finnish archaeological sites. 

 

It was paramount to include a basic description of the biomechanical growth process and 

the research regarding it (chapter 2), before explaining the formation process of Harris 

lines (chapter 3). As in the study of any cultural element, be it skeletal or ceramic, the best 

results are attained when using a holistic approach. For this reason, the results obtained by 

Salo (2007, 2008, 2011, 2016) during her primary analysis and later analysis for her 

doctoral dissertation, were used in congruence with the radiographic findings (chapter 4). 

The importance of this approach became evident when analysing (chapter 5) and 

interpreting (chapter 6) Harris lines. 

Modern medicine has changed the picture of human diseases, even 

eradicating pathogens that have been causes for past epidemics. Archaeological material 

can be considered influential even to the study of public health. Past populations faced 

more environmental and pathological stressors than the modern (Western) populations, 

which gave them a different perception of the world and their time in it. According to this 

study, Harris lines can offer glimpses not only into the periods of stress but also into the 

periods of survival.  
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2 Human growth  

 

As a multidisciplinary field, osteoarchaeology pursues to understand sociocultural 

phenomena of past societies using biological features, visible in skeletal human remains. 

To fully grasp the importance of Harris lines as an investigative tool, the process of growth 

and the factors affecting it must be familiar. This chapter explains the timeline of human 

maturation, the biomechanical process and presents how it has been used in 

anthropological research.  

 The broad definition of growth is progressing from a single cell to a mature 

member of ones species, capable of reproduction (Alfonso-Durruty 2008: 4). More 

specifically, it can be described as increase in mass and size (Bogin 1999: 18). These 

definitions form a developmental and a biomechanical perspective of the growth 

phenomenon. Growth is hierarchical, every stage dependent on the previous (Richtsmeier 

2003; Stinson 2000). In osteology, the idea of unidirectional progression forms the basis of 

all age-at-death estimation methods, regardless of whether they track development of 

deterioration. Human growth is not only a biological phenomenon, governed by a genetic 

predisposition, but rather it is an interplay of the physical entity and the created 

sociocultural environment (Bogin 1999: 3). During the first two decades of life, skeletal 

changes can be described as developmental which is believed to be much more dependent 

on biological factors, especially when compared to the deterioration process of mature 

individuals. There is much truth to this, and developmental processes such as tooth 

eruption have been proved to follow a pattern which is both precise and accurate (Garvin et 

al. 2012). However, a closer look into the skeletal variation between subadults, suggests 

environment plays a role as well (visible especially in chapters 5 and 6). 
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2.1 Stature and growth 

 

Longitudinal studies began in the post-Renaissance Europe, beginning as interest in the 

effect of birth weight to child health. The data is collected by measuring the same 

individual several times during growth. The first known European study to do this was 

conducted by a French nobleman, Count Philibert Guéneau du Montbeillard (1720-1785), 

who measured his son in 6-month intervals till the age of 18. The measurements were 

published in Histoire Naturelle in 1777 and presented as a distance curve and a velocity 

curve, which reflect the overall growth and the amount of growth between measurements. 

(Bogin 1999: 27-28). Even today, growth is depicted and tracked using distance and 

velocity curves, and deviations from the idealised curve are said to “form the basis of 

epidemiological and clinical examinations that detect pediatric health disorders” (Bogin, 

1999: 75). In archaeology, longitudinal studies are not possible for obvious reasons, and 

instead a cross-sectional approach is used. Here, the data consists of single measurements 

(stature/size during the time of death), and the dynamic of growth can only be evaluated 

via the entire sample, emphasising the importance of using holistic approaches.  

Anthropology has been interested in growth since its first steps, especially 

American anthropologists were concerned with the impact of immigration to stature 

(Bogin 1999: 2). Boas’ (1912) research in the beginning of the 20
th

 century disproved 

previous misconceptions of “race-specific” stature, proving the impact of the socio-

political environment to growth (Boas 1930). Growth that is only limited by the 

individual’s genetic predisposition, has unlikely been possible before our time, explaining 

the need for a robust system (Alfonso-Durruty 2011). When physical requirements are met, 

an individual can reach their genetic potential. The human species’ ability to adapt to 

different environments is also visible in growth and stature. Bogin (1999: 270) has 

presented the following formula for mapping out the energy prioritization of the human 

body: 

 

Energy requirement = maintenance + repair + work + growth 

 

Where maintenance refers to basic metabolism, repair is the restoration of cells after 

disease and damage, and work is the energy used for moving. In this list, growth comes 
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last. The human growth curve has three phases of acceleration – one during gestation, 

second mid-growth and the third during adolescence (figure 1 and 2, Bogin 1999: 117). 

The human growth pattern of three periods of accelerated growth, or growth spurts, is 

unique, even among primates (Tanner 1963; Watts & Gavan 1982). It has been suggested 

to increase plasticity (Lasker 1969) of the growth process, offering durability (Bogin 1999: 

65). Challenging environments, such as high altitude, can affect body size, both positively 

(Clegg et al. 1972) and negatively (Beall et al. 1977; Frisancho & Baker 1970; Mueller et 

al. 1978). However, less than ideal nutritional and environmental circumstances can affect 

growth drastically. There are well-documented cases of the impact of famine to body size 

(Howe & Schiller 1952; Markowitz 1955; Wolff 1935). If the deprivation is seasonal or 

temporary, a period of remission, also known as catch-up growth (increased growth 

velocity outside regular growth spurts), can compensate the effects of growth arrest (Kay’s 

& Hindmarsh 2006). Horak & Valge (2015) noted among Estonian girls that pathogen 

relief during adolescence can overwrite effects of stress during time of birth. But, for 

catch-up growth to initiate, circa 85% of weight to height expectation must be regained 

(Kay’s & Hindmarsh 2006).  

Although there are several theories about the process of growth, most 

consider growth to be saltatory, consisting of periods of stasis and salatation (Alfonso-

Durruty 2008; Bogin 2001; Lampl 1996). Stasis is a period when growth has halted or 

slowed down significantly and under normal circumstances lasts circa 1-60 days. Between 

these periods are saltations which take place within a 24-hour time frame (Alfonso-Durruty 

2008: 39; Chany et al. 1999). The pattern is common to all humans, but the characteristics 

(frequency and amplitude) change from one person to the next (Lampl & Johnson 2000). 

Even though this variance in growth makes it non-linear, the events themselves are not 

random. Periods of accelerated growth are merely comprised of a higher number of 

saltatory events (Lampl & Johnson 2000) that might possibly result from changes in 

hormonal balance, even small ones (Gill et al. 1999). Illnesses have also been noted to 

prolong periods of stasis (Lampl 1996). Thalange et al. (1996) measured prepubescent 

modern English children over the course of a year, noting six growth spurts, supporting the 

theory of saltatory growth.  
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Figure 1 and 2.  Idealized curves of growth as height distance (upper) and height velocity (lower). Dashed 

line for female, abbreviations are I=infancy, C=childhood, J=juvenile, A=adolescence, M=mature. Graph 

redrawn from Bogin (1999: 69). 
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2.2 Biomechanics of bone growth   

 

The skeleton has four main tissue types: bone, cartilage, enamel and dentine (table 1). The 

majority of bones appear already in gestation, primarily as cartilage, an avascular and 

aneural tissue which enables movement and supports the bones. In subadults, cartilage also 

acts as a growth plate which fuses once biological maturity has been reached (Waldron 

2009: 12). 

 Bone is a vascular and aerobic tissue that is mainly comprised of organic type 

I collagen and inorganic calcium salts known as hydroxyapatite. Macroscopically, it can be 

further divided into two subgroups, cancellous and cortical bone. Cancellous bone, also 

known as spongy or trabecular bone, is organized in a honeycomb structure to increase 

structural durability without adding weight and it resides inside the ends of long bones, 

vertebrae, ribs, bones of the hand and feet and the cranial vault. Compact or lamellar bone 

is tightly-organized and contributes approximately 80 percent of skeletal weight. Its basic 

anatomical and functional unit is called an osteon, a cylindrical structure of ca 0,2 mm in 

diameter and several millimeters long that uses oblique channels (Volkmann’s canals) to 

communicate with other osteons. Each have a blood supply system (Haversian canal), 

surrounded by lamellar bone. The lamellae (or flat bone lining cells) also cover the surface 

of the bone, creating a protective membrane over all areas without cartilage. The unit also 

contains osteocytes, bone cells that no longer produce new bone matrix, which reside in 

their own lacunae but communicate with other osteocytes via a network of small transverse 

canals (canaliculi). (Alfonso-Durruty 2008: 47) 

During growth bone expands in overall size and length by modeling and 

remodeling however remodeling is a life-long process that can be initiated by a variety of 

reasons, such as to fix defects and cracks, as a response to mechanical stress or to release 

calcium ions for other metabolic needs. The process is carried out by bone cells called 

osteoblasts and –clasts which are regulated by cells releasing various proteins (cytokines) 

that use autocrine (same cell), paracrine (adjacent cell) and endocrine (distant cell) 

signaling (table 2).   
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Table 1. Skeletal tissue types. From author. 

 

 

  

Tissue 

type 

Composition Cells Subtypes 

Bone type I collagen, 

proteoglycans, 

osteocalcin, 

hydroxyapatite and 

other minerals (60-

70%), water 

Osteoblasts, 

osteoclasts, 

osteocytes, flat bone 

lining cells 

(lamellae) 

Cortical (support, movements 

via muscle attachment, 

protection, storage and 

maintenance of homeostasis 

for calcium and phosphorus) 

and cancellous bone (support, 

hematopoiesis) 

Cartilage Chondroitin sulfate, 

collagen, elastic 

protein fibers, water 

Chondroblasts, 

chondroclasts, 

chondrocytes 

Hyaline (epiphyseal growth 

plate in subadults), elastic and 

fibrous cartilage 

Dentine 

(teeth) 

Hydroxyapatite and 

other minerals 

(70%), collagen, 

water 

Odontoblasts (pulp 

formation) 

 

Enamel 

(teeth) 

Hydroxyapatite and 

other minerals 

(96%), collagen, 

water 

Ameloblasts  

Cementum 

(teeth) 

Hydroxyapatite (45-

50%), collagen, 

water 

Cementoblasts  
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Table 2. Types of bone cell. From author. 

Bone cell Origin Function 

Osteoblast Mesenchymal stem cells Deposition: secretion of type I collagen and 

proteins, release of vesicles to concentrate calcium 

and phosphate ions, inhibiting substances hindering 

mineralization such as pyrophosphate and 

proteoglycan 

Osteoclast Bone marrow 

macrophages. Require 

RANK-L, CSF-1, IL-1, 

il-6, hormones, vitamin 

D and calcitonin to 

develop. 

Resorption: hydrochloric acid and enzymes 

Osteocyte Osteoblast Inner regulation system (e.g. bone mass) 

Flat bone 

lining cell 

Osteoblast Protection and messenger, activates remodeling 

 

Osteoclasts are multinucleated bone macrophages that resorb bone tissue by secreting acid 

and enzymes onto the surface of the bone, releasing calcium and phosphate ions and water. 

Osteoblasts are single nuclei cells arising from mesenchymal stem cells. They are 

responsible for bone deposition by secreting collagen and other proteins to create 

unmineralised fibrous material (osteoid) and then optimizing the surroundings for 

mineralization by releasing vesicles. They also secrete proteins which affect osteoclasts. 

Most osteoblasts die after finishing bone formation but some become osteocytes and flat 

bone lining cells. Osteocytes, as described beforehand, are a part of the bone’s inner 

structure and seem to participate in bone regulation by responding to mechanical stimuli 

whereas the flat bone lining cells create a protective membrane which relays messages 

such as activating the remodeling process. (Alfonso-Durruty 2008: 48-53) 
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2.3 The epiphyseal growth plate 

Growth takes place either circumferentially under the periosteum (outer surface of bone) 

and endosteum (inner surface of bone) or in growth plates, hyaline cartilaginous plates that 

connect the ends of the bones (epiphyses) to the shaft (diaphysis) in subadults. Growth 

plates, also referred to as epiphyseal growth plates (EGP) are comprised of different levels 

of cell activity through which chondrocytes, cartilaginous cells, move as they degenerate 

and die, becoming replaced by osteoblasts (Alfonso-Durruty 2008). During growth the 

length of the EGP remains stable due to the interplay between the Indian hedgehog (Ihh) 

and Parathyroid Hormone related Peptide (PTHrP) – the former signals the position of the 

chondrocytes to the latter which in turn delays the ossification process (figure 3). However, 

chondrocytes have only a certain amount of mitosis events which during time decrease and 

the growth plate begins to ossify, fusing the shaft of the long bone to its ends (Nilsson et 

al. 2002). Because Ihh and PTHrP hormones prevent proliferation and differentiation in the 

EGP the chondrocytes are able to “save” their mitotic processes (Schrier et al. 2006).  

There is a group of hormones promoting growth in the EGP (and the 

previously mentioned EGP hormones Ihh and PTHrP), both directly and indirectly. When 

these hormones function properly growth is able follow its genetic predisposition. 

However, the system is sensitive to changes. Human growth hormone (GH or hGH) is 

secreted by anterior pituitary gland and it promotes growth and cellular activity in the 

entire body, both directly and indirectly (figure). It stimulates IGF-I production which in 

turn regulates GH. Additionally, GH stimulates mitosis in cells sensitive to IGF-I. (Bogin, 

1999)  

IGFs are Insulin-like growth factors, produced mostly in the liver (Gill et al. 

1999) they work in all three (para-, auto- endocrine) mechanisms (Roche & Sun 2003). 

IGFs stimulate hypertrophy (cell enlargement) and cell differentiation. In addition to GH it 

is regulated by insulin, thyroid hormones (primarily metabolic hormones) and nutritional 

circumstances (Hill, 1989). IGF-I and IGF-II however seem to be active during different 

phases of development, the latter focusing on prenatal growth. IGF-I’s role in bone 

proliferation is central. It stimulates chondrocyte differentiation, mitosis and hypertrophy, 

inhibits apoptosis (cell death) and promotes actual bone formation by inducting the 

mineralization of the bone matrix and osseous deposition (Alfonso-Durruty 2008: 21). The 

GH/IGF-I -axis requires energy to function properly and their uncoupling may lead to 

growth retardation (De Luca 2006). 
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Figure 3. EGP and the Ihh and PTHrP hormones (right) in their appropriate locations in the tibia (left). The 

free chondrocytes in the metaphysis end organize according to the commands received from the hormones. In 

time the metaphysis will fuse into the diaphysis (shaft). Redrawn from an image created by Lucy Reading-

Ikkanda for the Scientist magazine, May 2011. 
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3 Harris lines 

 

Harris lines (HLs) are radiopaque lines that form to the inner surface of cortical bone, 

approximately 5-15 percent more mineralized than their surroundings (Harris 1931; Mays 

1995), thickness varying between 250 and 500 µm (Egawa et al. 2001). The evaluation 

process can be done with electron microscopy or histological methods (Alfonso-Durruty 

2008: 89) but most commonly with radiography due to the destructive nature of histology. 

They form opposite to the direction of bone growth. In long bones, where the lines are 

most often found, they run transverse to the shaft and are visible on the inner surface of the 

bone as risen lines and radiographically as denser areas (figure 4). However, lines can form 

anywhere in the skeleton where there is a temporary growth arrest and recovery. (Anna 

Föhr, personal communication, July 11
th

 2016) Harris lines have a non-lamellar 

appearance, they do not have osteocyte lacunae and the laid-down structure is irregular and 

tubular (Miszkiewicz 2015). Miszkiewicz (2015) believes osteoblast trapping does not take 

place during Harris line formation. This is due to a decreased level of IGF-I, regulated by 

GH (see chapter 2), the increase of the latter decreasing the secretion of the former (Baxter 

1986; Dreizen et al. 1964). The decrease of IGF-I leads the capillaries to place horizontally 

under the EGP in long bones, the bone matrix to mineralize according to this direction. 

When growth resumes, the capillaries are able to invade the cartilage again and deposit 

bone longitudinally. The occurred line also thickens during this period as the 

chondroblasts, whose maturation was halted in the beginning of the arrest, finish their 

cycle. It is believed that the faster the growth velocity of the bone, the thicker the line is. 

(Alfonso-Durruty 2008: 91).  
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3.1 Previous research  

 

The lines were first noted by Wegner in 1874 on rabbits and chickens after they were 

dosed with small quantities of phosphorus. Later, in 1903 Ludloff noted the appearance of 

lines in healthy humans, suggesting them to be a part of normal growth. (Harris 1933) His 

theory did not gain popularity, and the general consensus of the etiology of the lines began 

following the research of Harris (1926, 1931, 1933, Wells 1967). The lines have been 

considered as a reaction to illness, the thickness of the lines correlating with the severity of 

the illness (Blanco et al. 1974). Since then, several clinical and palaeopathological studies 

(tables 3 and 4) have connected Harris lines to nutritional stressors such as anemia and 

rickets (Harris 1926, 1931; Dreizen et al. 1956), illnesses like influenza, measles, scarlet 

fever, dysentery, pneumonia and chicken pox (Garn et al. 1968; Dreizen et al. 1956; Harris 

1926, 1931, 1933; Kashyap & Kumar 2000) and mechanical failures such as 

immobilization (Yao & Seeger 1997) and dislocation and injury (Abraham & Macnicol 

2001; Hynes & O’Brien 1988).  

 

Table 3. Clinical studies of HLs. From author. 

Citation Sample N Age Conclusions 

Abraham & Macnicol 

2001 
Scotland 1 subadult HL related to patellar dislocation 

Blanco et al. 1974 Guatemala 1412 under 7 HLs related with decreased stature 

Chauveau et al. 2016 France 104 adult HLs not related to abnormal bone structure 

Dreizen et al. 1956 USA 235 
1,8 to 

16,3 
HL resorption related to nutritional status 

Dreizen et al. 1964 USA 679 
0,3 to 

19,6 
HLs related to increased growth velocity 

Gonzales-Reimers et al. 

2007 
Spain 175 adult HLs, alcohol and short stature were related 

Hewitt et al. 1955 England 650 2 to 5 
HLs are strongly related to disease, but no direct 

correspondence 

Jones & Dean 1956 Africa 150 under 6 HLs may be related to growth arrest 

Schwager 1968 USA 195 ? HLs not related to growth arrest (catch-up growth) 

Snograsse et al. 1955 USA 236 5 to 14 HLs are independent from nutritional status 

Uysal 2006 Turkey 400 subadult 
HLs related to multiple factors, peak in formation at 

age 2-3 
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Figure 4. Harris lines visible on Porvoo burial 15. Examples of type I 

(1) and type II (2) lines. Radiograph by Kati Salo. 
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Table 4. Palaeopathological studies on Harris lines. T=tibia, F=femur, F=fibula, 

H=humerus, R=radius, U=ulna. A=adult, S=subadult. From author. 

Citation Sample N Bone Age Conclusions 

Alfonso et al. 2005 
Chile, 

Prehistoric 
136 T A, S 

HLs related to growth patterns (result of saltatory 

growth) 

Ameen et al. 2005 

Sweden, 

Medieval 

and modern 

250 T A, S 
HLs with 80% of medieval adults, most HLs at ages 2 

and 8-12 (medieval and modern), peak at age 9-12 

Arnay de la Rosa et 

al. 1994 

Spain, 

Prehistoric 
48 T A 

HL peaks at age 2 and 10-14, 10-14 earlier among 

females 

Berrocal-Zaragoza 

& Subira 2008 

Spain, 

Roman 

period 

243 T, F, H A, S HLs not related to sex 

Boucherie et al. 

2016 

Belgium, 

Historic 
69 F, T A, S 

HLs with 52%, no effect on size but a possible 

connection to shape 

Clarke & Gindhart 

1981 

USA, 

Prehistoric 

and modern 

260 distal T A HL peak at age 2 

Fiscella et al. 2008 
Denmark, 

Historic 
56 T A, S 

no HLs on subadults, 10% of adults had HLs, left had 

more HLs (7,5%) 

Garn & Schwager 

1967 

USA, 

modern 
246 T A, S HLs most frequent during infancy and childhood 

Geber 2014 
Ireland, 

modern 
545 T S 

HLs related to growth arrest, no one-to-one 

correspondence 

Hughes et al 1996 
England, 

Historic 
73 

T, F, F, 

H, R, U 
A, S peak in HL formation at age 7-13 (remodeling) 

Hummert & Van 

Gerven 1985 

Sudan, 

Medieval 
324 T A, S HL peak at age 4 for subadults 

Maat 1984 
Netherlands, 

Historic 
50 T A HLs not related with enamel hypoplasia 

Magennis 1990 
USA, 

Modern 
104 T S HLs related to accelerated growth 

Mays 1985 
England, 

Prehistoric 
54 T, F S HLs not related to stature (catch-up growth) 

Mays 1995 
England, 

Medieval 
288 F A, S HLs not related to stature (catch-up growth) 

McEwan et al. 2005 
England, 

Medieval 
34 F, R S HLs not related to stress 

McHenry 1968 
USA, 

Prehistoric 
102 F A HLs related to nutritional status 

Nowak & Piontek 

2002 

Poland, 

Medieval 
233 T A HLs related to age at death 

Papageorgopoulou 

et al. 2011 

Switzerland, 

Medieval 
241 T A, S HLs related to accelerated growth 

Pfeiffer et al. 1986 
Canada, 

Prehistoric 
66 T S 

45,5% had HLs, peak at age 0,5-4,5. HLs not related to 

stress markers 

Piontek et al. 2001 
Poland, 

Medieval 
324 T A, S 

HLs peaked at age 9-12 with subadults, 11-12 with 

adults, 8-10 with females 

Ribot & Roberts 

1996 

England, 

Medieval 
183 T, F, R S 

HLs not related to stature (catch-up growth), peak at 

age 3 
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The importance of etiology is crucial in palaeopathological studies, where the skeletal 

evidence is used to construct life histories of individuals which in turn guide larger 

interpretations of populations and cultures. Studies have connected Harris lines with 

health-reducing circumstances such as nutritional deprivation and famine (McHenry 1968) 

but a great deal of studies have also made an association with Harris lines and accelerated 

growth, and even sex-related differences have been noted (Alfonso et al. 2005; Ameen et 

al. 2005; Arnay de la Rosa et al. 1994; Hummert and Van Gerven 1985; Magennis 1990; 

Sontag & Comstock 1938). In some cases, the lack of correlation between shorter stature 

and line formation has been explained with catch-up growth (Mays 1985, 1995; Ribot & 

Roberts 1996).  

Although no one-to-one correspondence has been proved between Harris lines and 

morbidity, stature or illness in general (Gindhart 1969; Hewitt et al. 1995; Marshall 1968; 

Mays 1985; McEwan et al. 2005; Snodgrasse et al. 1955), the co-existence of lines and 

periods of stress has been noted too many times to be coincidental (Alfonso-Durruty 2008: 

141). The exact pathway of Harris line formation is currently unknown, but GH levels can 

be expected to be of an influence. GH is affected by nutritional status, which also causes 

short stature and premature death (Saunders & Hoppa 1993; Stinson 2000). Even if GH is 

not affected, there are events which can affect IGF-I directly, causing stunting (Grant et al. 

1973). In a study by Wan Nazaimoon et al. (1996), iodine deficiency caused low levels of 

thyroxin (T4), resulting in lower levels of IGF-I and IGBP-3, and shorter stature. 

Glucocorticoids (GC) are steroid hormones which in normal amounts assure optimal 

performance within the system (Gluck 2006) but become harmful in large quantities, even 

affecting IGF-I levels. Their effects in the body include bone resorption (removal of bone) 

and a decrease in bone deposition that subsequently leads to a loss in both cortical 

thickness and the amount of trabecular bone (Doga et al. 2004). Other affective hormones 

include insulin (regulated by IGFs), parathyroid hormone (connected to Calcium and 

vitamin D activity) and sex hormones (estrogen and testosterone). Interestingly, for the 

epiphyseal fusion to take place estrogen is needed by both males and females (Nilsson et 

al. 2002). 

Other non-specific, stress-related factors have also been analysed with Harris lines 

to determine whether any co-existence can be noted. Factors such as cortical thickness, 

bone density, cribra orbitalia (lesion appearing as porosity on the orbital roof of the 

cranium) and enamel hypoplasia (EH, defect in enamel deposition, appearing as a line, pit 

or groove on the enamel surface) but no correlation has been found (Maat 1984, Mays 
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1985; McEwan et al. 2005). Neither cribra orbitalia or EH have direct causal effects, 

making their etiology just as complex as the one of Harris lines (McEwan et al. 2005; 

Mays 1985).  

The lack of uniformity between studies is a sign of the complex etiology of Harris 

lines, but there is also the issue of bone remodeling (discussed in chapter 2), which causes 

lines to reduce in size or completely disappear. The line disappearance rate varies from 

decades to mere years or less, disturbing all palaeopathological studies on Harris lines 

(Hughes et al. 1996; Grolleaux-Raoux et al. 1997). Resorption can be faster with more 

active individuals, the mechanical loading increasing bone remodeling (Alfonso-Durruty 

2008: 94; Frost 2003). The effects of nutrition to resorption have been contradictory. Both 

chronic illness and good nutritional intake lead to higher rates of resorption, although the 

latter possibly more extensively than the former (Dreizen et al. 1956; Hatch et al. 1983). 

Resorption can also cause challenges to the detection process, and moderately high inter-

observer error has been noted in some studies (Macchiarelli et al. 1994). 
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4. Materials and methods 

 

All sites used in this study have been previously examined and reported by FT Kati Salo, 

who was associated with the excavations (Salo 2007, 2008, 2011). The following chapter 

presents what is known of the overall state of health in Finland and of the individual sites. 

Lastly, methods used to analyse the material are presented.  

 

4.1 The sites 

 

Most individuals used in this study date between 17
th

 and 19
th

 centuries with the exception 

of few possible earlier dates. Every century has had their crop failures and epidemics, some 

of which have had drastic effects to the population. From the 18
th

 century onwards, parish 

records contain information regarding the morbidity and causes of death (table 5).  

 The 18
th

 and 19
th

 centuries were a time of rapid urbanisation and 

industrialisation in Europe. In Finland, changes to living conditions were much slower and 

smaller in scale, and many continued to live in traditional cottages till the beginning of the 

20
th

 century (Vuorela 2002: 68). The improved transportation system and increased 

population density in both Europe and Finland assisted the spread of contagious diseases. 

Tuberculosis, an infectious lung disease caused my bacteria, appears to have been common 

enough in Finnish towns in the turn of the 18
th

 and 19
th

 centuries to be considered endemic 

(Vuorela 2002: 176-178). Epidemics moved with wars and were a major cause of death in 

armies (Lancaster 1990: 314-340).  

Although the great crop failures, which caused many to uproot and migrate in search of 

food, took place in 1695-1697 and 1866-1868, the records indicate a food shortage and 

consequent undernutrition throughout the 19
th

 century (Vuorela 2002: 76-77) Several cases 

of ergotism (fungus destroying grain) are known from the 1800’s (Haeser 1882: 673), 

around the same time a large-scale goiter epidemic ailed the Ladoga area, caused by iodine 

deficiency (Vuorela 2002: 86). Other common deficiencies were vitamin C and D 

deficiency, the former results from the lack of fresh vegetables, the latter from lack of 

sunlight, causing scurvy and rickets, respectively. The appearance and cultivation of potato 
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has been connected to the Finnish population growth in the 18
th

 century, and the decrease 

of scurvy cases in the 19
th

 century (Vuorela 2002: 61).  

 

Table 5. Cause of death in Finland in 1749 and 1849. Table after Vuorela 2002: 287. 

Cause of death 1749 % 1849 % 

Small pox   2,3 

Chicken pox   2 

Small pox and chicken pox 11,9   

Whooping cough 5,1 7,2 

Scarlet fever   1,5 

Dysentery 6 1,8 

Cholera   1,6 

Lung disease 14,5 10,2 

Leprecy     

Malaria 2 0,4 

Treponemal disease   0,1 

Typhus, acute epidemic 0,4 4 

Tonsillitis, diseases of the upper respiratory system   0,5 

Diphteria etc   0,5 

acute fever 7,4 4,9 

Pleurisy, pneumonia, etc 7,8 6,7 

SUBTOTAL 55,1 43,7 

Tumors 0,6 0,3 

Stroke, sudden death 3,6 4,5 

Diseases of the digestive system 4,4 7,5 

Diseases of the urinary system 0,3 0,2 

Rickets   0,5 

Ergotism   0,1 

Epilepsy   0,7 

"Joint diseases" 1,8 0,9 

Old age frailty 11,5 9,7 

Miscellanious diseases 6 9,2 

Unknown 12,7 18,2 

Parturiotion morbidity 1,2 1,2 

Violent death, accident 2,8 3,4 

TOTAL 100 100 
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Figure 5. Geographical location of Porvoo, Renko and Hamina.  
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Table 6. Information regarding the origin of the osteological material. From author. 

Site Coordinates Excavation register 

number (KM number) 

Excavator Year of 

excavation 

Porvoo (Cathedral burial 

ground) 

N=6699175 

E=3426172 

7574 John Lagerstedt 2007 

Renko (Holy Jacob’s 

Church) 

N=6756857 

E=3352914 

8610 Kati Salo 2008 

Hamina (Rjazan Regimental 

Church) 

N= 6714632 

E=510762 

9687 Katja Vuoristo 2011 

 

 

 

Table 7. Dating and size of excavation material compared contemporary size of the 

population according to historical sources in Porvoo, Renko and Hamina. Combined from 

information by Salo (2016: 66, 95, 116).  

Site 

Population size 

(end of the 18
th

 

century) 

Dating Adults Subadults 

Porvoo  over 2000 14
th

-18
th

 century 25 28 

Renko over 1000 16
th

-19
th

 century 37 19 

Hamina ca 500 18
th

 century 4 29 
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4.1.1 Porvoo 

The site of Porvoo rests on the northern coastal line of Finland, 50 km east of Helsinki. 

The Porvoo church was founded either in the 13
th

 or 14
th

 centuries, the church yard 

cemetery along it. The cemetery filled in 1789, after which it immediately relocated to 

Näsinmäki (Hiekkanen 2003: 56). Later, the parish council made the decision to dispose of 

the old burial grounds, during which time most of the burials were removed. Some 

remained, however, and were exhumed in 2007 by Lagerstedt. The osteological analysis 

was made by Salo (2007). The burials were located on the southern side of the church 

which, according to Salo (2016: 61), was the most valued location to be buried after the 

inside of the church itself. The exhumed individuals date most probably to the 18
th

 century, 

which is supported by material finds as well as the acquired uncalibrated radiocarbon dates 

for two of the burials (Salo 2016: 61).  

 According to church records, mortality, especially child mortality, in Porvoo 

was higher than in the surrounding areas, and between the years 1745 and 1805, children 

under the age of 4 had the highest mortality rate (Salo 2016: 64). With sewer filth, water 

contamination, free-ranging livestock, and the presence of the army on top of the growing 

population density, contagious diseases could flourish in the town area (Salo 2016: 64). By 

the end of the 18
th

 century, number of inhabitants in Porvoo reached and exceeded 2000 

(Salo 2016: 66). The crop failures of 1695-1697 and 1740-1741 took their toll on Porvoo 

(Mäntylä 1994: 87, 89, 268), the effects of the latter surely increasing due to the Russo-

Swedish War (1741-1743).  

 

Table 8. Excavations at Porvoo Cathedral. From author. 

Excavator Year 
Register number 

(nba) 
Reference 

Carl Jacob Cardberg and Thorvald 

Lindqvist 
1948 529 Hiekkanen 1981 

Reino Turunen and Reino Palmroth 1956 530 Hiekkanen 1981 

Marja-Terttu Knapas 1977 533 Knapas 1987 

Marja-Terttu Knapas 1978 534 Knapas 1987 

Sinimarja Ojonen  1978 476 Salo 2016: 61 

John Lagerstedt  2007 7574 Lagerstedt 2007 
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Figure 6. Map showing the Porvoo burial locations. Source Lagerstedt 2007: map 1 (smaller) and 2 (larger). 
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4.1.2 Renko 

 

The site Renko, currently part of the larger town of Hämeenlinna, is located along the 

oldest historically known road in Finland called Hämeen härkätie, (the Ox road of Häme), 

running between the towns of Turku and Hämeenlinna. The exact date of the burial ground 

is not known, however the church is believed to have been built around the 15
th

 and 16
th

 

centuries, possibly on top of a Medieval church (Hiekkanen 1993:55). According to Salo 

(2016: 92), the burial finds place the site between the 16
th

 and 19
th

 centuries, focusing on 

the 18
th

 and 19
th

 centuries. The rescue excavation lead by Salo in 2008 was conducted 

when the Renko parish council decided to repair a drainage system in the church yard. Salo 

collected a total of 10 boxes of commingled bones to be used for teaching purposes at the 

University of Helsinki, while 56 intact burials were excavated and examined. Due to lack 

of time circa 30 graves remained. Figure 7 shows the location of the Renko burials. 

 Renko was a rural, agricultural site. Crop failures are mentioned in literature 

from each century from the 17
th

 onwards, the one in the 1860’s being the severest (Härme 

1993: 488; Salo 2016: 93). In a list tabulated by Salo (2016: 94), the most common 

contagious diseases to cause death between the years 1746 and 1821 were childhood 

diseases (either chicken pox or measles) and lung diseases (e.g. tuberculosis). However, in 

more than 50% of the cases cause of death remained unknown. The inhabitancy of Renko 

exceeded 1000 around the end of the 18
th

 century and exceeded 2000 after the beginning of 

the 19
th

 century. 

 

Table 9. Excavations at Renko Holy Jacob's Church. From author. 

Excavator Year 
Register number 

(nba) 
Reference 

Olavi Tapio 1964 8564 original NA, Salo 2008 

Markus Hiekkanen 1984 483 Hiekkanen 1984 

Kati Salo 2008 8610 Salo 2008 
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Figure 7. Map showing the Renko burial locations. Source Salo 2008: appendix 9. 
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4.1.3 Hamina 

Hamina is located on the eastern coast of Finland, circa 145 kilometers from Helsinki in 

the Kymenlaakso region. An archaeological excavation was conducted in 2011 due to a 

construction scheme in the area. During this excavation the remains of an Orthodox 

church, built after the Russo-Swedish War (1741-1743) and burned down in 1821, were 

located along with a small burial ground. Aside from a prospection by Suhonen (2005) no 

other excavations had been conducted in the site. Only four adults were buried in the site, 

the majority of the graves belonging to subadults under the age of seven (Salo 2016: 118). 

Although no literary sources exist from the burial site or the people buried in it the material 

finds show they were probably buried shortly after the construction of the church in the 

18
th

 century, before the Pampyöli cemetery was established (Salo 2016: 112). All were 

buried in coffins and most had baptism crosses placed with them (Vuoristo 2011: 27-32).  

 According to Nordenstreng & Halila (1975: 108) potato arrived in Hamina in 

the 1770’s, much like it did in Porvoo, but it did not gain popularity till the 19
th

 century. 

The 18
th

 century was the backdrop for population increase which, when accompanied by 

the arrival of the army to the area in 1739, resulted in inadequate food resources, providing 

the perfect environment for the spread of infectious diseases (Halila 1969: 254, 260-266). 

The crop failures of 1740-1741 may have escalated the problems even more, supported by 

the appearance of scurvy in the area (Halila 1969: 267). The town did not have a provincial 

doctor until 1819 (Nordenstreng & Halila 1975: 463). Many of the children at the Hamina 

site had suffered from conditions caused by deficiencies, such as scurvy and rickets, and 

childhood contagious diseases have been suggested as the cause of the high child mortality. 

(Vuorela 2011: 32) 
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Figure 8. Map showing the Hamina burial locations. Source Vuoristo 2011: map 80 (smaller) 90 (larger). 
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4.2 Methods 

 

All subadult age estimates as well as the stature estimations of adults were acquired from 

reports by Salo (see Salo 2007, 2008, 2011). The age and sex of the Porvoo and Renko 

adults were assessed by the author during another study (Maaranen 2015), while the age 

and sex estimations of the two adult individuals in Hamina were acquired from the report 

by Salo (2011). Both cribra orbitalia and enamel hypoplasia have been analysed in 

congruence with Harris lines by other researchers, but only in search of correlation (see 

table 4 in chapter 3.1). Here, cribra orbitalia and EH were used as dividers (i.e. individuals 

with/without the lesion). The individuals with enamel hypoplasia and cribra orbitalia cases 

were detected by Salo (2007, 2008, 2011), who recently used them in her doctoral thesis as 

well (Salo 2016). 

 Individuals were radiographed digitally at the Department of Forensic 

Medicine, University of Helsinki, by FT Kati Salo using tube voltage 50 kV and current 2-

5 mAs (Salo 2016:174). Rogan-Delft View Pro-X version 3.0.4.5 was used to observe the 

radiographs. The images were assessed blind to ensure unbiased results. Each radiographed 

bone was assessed for Harris lines, however the focus was given to long bones, especially 

the tibiae which have been reported to be the best for a study of this variety (Alfonso et al. 

2005; Scott and Hoppa 2015). Detection was done manually instead of using programs 

which allow semi-automated detection, such as the method by Suter et al. (2008). This is 

due to the lack of validation studies, which would focus solely on methods and use well-

documented samples. In this case, no previous analysis of Harris lines has been made, and 

the inclusion of method testing is beyond the scope of this study. 

According to Scott & Hoppa (2015), Harris lines are best viewed from a 

medio-lateral placement (i.e. from the side), rather than from an antero-posterior placement 

(i.e. from front to back). As the bones were already radiographed in this study, the 

placement of the bone could not be altered, but the position of the bone could be noted in 

order to compare the finds with those of Scott & Hoppa (2015). The main criteria for the 

detection of Harris lines was as follows: 

 

1. Lines must cover half of the horizontal surface of the bone 

2. Lines must be between the angles 45°-135° 
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These criteria bring the results into a larger pool of data acquired from Harris lines all over 

the world. However, although the aforementioned criteria garners much approval, alone it 

does not make distinctions between the appearance of lines. To make sure no data was lost, 

all lines were included and typed according to criteria given by Hummert and Van Gerven 

(1985): 

 

• type I: faint lines, only visible in close inspection 

• type II: moderate lines in metaphyses 

• type III: moderate lines in shaft and strong lines in metaphyses 

 

This allows for additional information of the nature of the lines when conducting statistical 

analysis. Line formation age was calculated from the distal ends of tibiae to assess ages of 

formation. The age is analysed using a method developed by Maat (1984), calculating the 

distance of the line from the ossification centre. Tibiae do not grow equally from the 

ossification centre, but the distal portion of this growth is 43% (Hummert and Van Gerven 

1985, Maat 1984). To find the centre, first the length of the tibia was measured from the 

radiograph (without the epiphyses), the 43-percentile was calculated, and the line distance 

analysed from this point (figure 9). Had there been available information of the growth of 

Finnish tibiae, the analysis could have been conducted on the proximal end as well. 

Unfortunately, no such information was found despite several attempts. As a test, a table of 

percentile growth of the distal tibia was calculated using the archaeological sample (table 

16 in appendices), but due to the small sample size too much necessary information was 

missing, and instead pre-existing tables by Alfonso et al. (2005), Hummert and Van 

Gerven (1985) and Maat (1984) were utilised.  

SPSS version 23 was used to analyse the data. Distribution was checked 

visually observing box plots, Q-Q plots and the Shapiro-Wilk test (1965). SPSS has two 

tests to assess distribution normality, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov and the Shapiro-Wilk tests. 

However, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov has been disproven (Razali and Wah 2011). 

Nonparametric tests were used when distributions were not normal or ordinal in nature. 

Due to the modality of the data, however, the most often used statistical tools were bar, 

line and scatter dot graphs.  
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Figure 9. Assessing the age of formation = A/B. Redrawn from Hummert 

and Van Gerven (1985). 
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5 Results 

 

Palaeodemographic distributions (figures 10 and 11) were formulated for the sites. Age 

estimations were grouped in categories of five for all sites but due to the high number on 

individuals under the age of five, a separate graph using one year intervals was created. 

The following subchapters are divided to prevalence, presenting the most basic data 

acquired from the individuals and their Harris line (HL or HLs) distribution, and age of 

formation, which deals more specifically with the distribution patterns.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Demographic distribution of Porvoo, Renko and Hamina. From author. 
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5.1 Prevalence 

 

Table 10 shows the number of individuals, how many could be analysed for lines and how 

many had tibiae to calculate age-of-formation. This is important to note as not all 

individuals had tibiae intact or present for inspection, but may still have exhibited HLs in 

other loci, such as on the bones of the upper limbs (table 14 in appendices).  

 

Table 10. Descriptive data according to site. The percentage has been calculated between 

lines present and absent. From author. 

Site N Analysed individuals Individuals with tibiae Lines present Lines absent 

Porvoo 56 34 23 24 (71%) 10 (29%) 

Renko 56 45 39 43 (96%) 2 (4%) 

Hamina 35 19 10 11 (58%) 8 (42%) 

Total 147 98 72 78 (80%) 20 (20%) 

 

Figure 11. Detailed age distribution of the individuals 5 and under from 

Porvoo, Renko and Hamina. From author. 
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Altogether 80% of the sample had at least one HL. Lines were found most often from the 

tibiae, femora and radii. In a few cases HLs were also visible on metatarsals (appendices 

14) and on the vertebrae of newborns (Anna Föhr, personal communication July 11
th

 

2016). Nearly 1400 lines of different strengths were counted. In the upper limbs (radii, 

respectively) the left side had a slightly higher number of lines by average (mean in table 

11), but the mean number of lines varied in the bones of the lower limbs. Only distal ends 

were considered to ensure the differential preservation of the bone element would not 

affect the means. The youngest to exhibit lines was a newborn, the oldest 84 years of age. 

The mean age among the individuals with HLs was 35, the median 27, meaning younger 

individuals exhibited the majority of the lines.  

Table 12 exhibits the appearance of the line according to the criteria by 

Hummert and Van Gerven (1985), presented in chapter 4. Typing was only done for the 

lines on the distal ends of the tibiae as they were included in the assessment of age of 

formation. The greatest variation took place between type I and II, the subadults having the 

largest number of lines in the type II category, whereas with the adults the majority of lines 

were of type I. Despite the variance between groups the difference according to line type 

was not significant between adults and subadults (p=0,2) or between males and females 

(p=0,3). There is no statistical difference between the number of lines observed from the 

tibiae (p=0,3), regardless of the division between adults (p=0,3) and subadults (p=0,8). 

When the adults were divided according to sex, 29 males and 20 females 

exhibited lines, whereas 2 males and 1 female did not. The high number of individuals 

with HLs could be skewed due to the large number of cases where sex could not be 

assigned with acceptable certainty (this is evident in appendices 14 where the categories 

“too fragmented” and “no limbs” were the largest among the unsexed individuals). The 

number of individuals with assigned sex borders on the line of statistically valid analysis, 

leaving out several individuals with lines but no attributed sex, resulting in the decision to 

pool sexes in further explorations of data.  
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Table 11. Pooled HLs quantity results for adults and subadults. From author. 

Bone Adults Subadults 

 
Mean (left) Mean (right) Sum (left) Sum (right) Mean (left) 

Mean 

(right) 

Sum 

(left) 

Sum 

(right) 

Radius 0,68 0,57 25 21 2,35 2,2 40 31 

Femur 1,55 1,67 48 25 1,75 2,9 14 61 

Tibia 3,42 3 154 135 2,5 2,48 60 57 

Fibula 1,71 1,56 72 67 1,27 1,36 14 19 

 

 

Table 12. Line type according to maturity group sex for adults (note: number of individuals 

with assigned sex is lower than overall number of adult individuals due to fragmentation 

and preservation of the material). From author. 

Line 

type 

count 

(adults) 

count 

(male) 

count 

(female) 

count 

(subadults) 

% 

(adults) 

% 

(male) 

% 

(female) 

% 

(subadults) 

Type I 89 63 24 19 59,7 62,4 53,3 27,1 

Type II 20 15 5 32 13,4 14,9 11,1 45,7 

Type III 40 23 16 19 26,8 22,8 35,6 27,1 
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5.2 Age of formation 

 

HLs were calculated primarily from left tibiae, but an exception was made if the right was 

the only one present or was the only one with lines visible for documenting. The choice of 

side has been made clear in the table 15 in the appendices. Line distance was measured 

from the ossification center (OC), turned into a percentage and finally compared to the 

growth tables in Alfonso et al. (2005), Hummert and van Gerven (1985) and Maat (1984). 

Maat (1984) was the primary tool of investigation for adults, while Hummert and van 

Gerven (1985) was used for subadults. There appeared to be very little to no change in 

estimation when using either Maat (1984) or Hummert and van Gerven (1985) for adults 

but a more prominent one when Alfonso et al. (2005) was used. Due to this reason it was 

not included in further analyses. 

  The pooled results of age formation formed a bimodal distribution with 

peaks in ages 3-4 and 11-12 (figure 12). When divided according to maturity, the subadult 

data appears positively skewed, still peaking in the age group 3-4, whereas the adult data 

remained bimodal, albeit less prominently (figure 13). According to the Mann-Whitney 

test, distributions between adults and subadults are statistically different (p=0), evident also 

in the very different histograms. 
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Figure 12. Number of HLs according to age of formation, adults and subadults 

pooled. Type I excluded. From author. 

Figure 13. HLs in percentages according to age of formation, adults and 

subadults divided. Type I excluded. From author. 
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The most important comparison considered health of the individuals with HLs. The first 

experiment was conducted comparing stature among adults (shorter than average versus 

average stature or taller), and skeletal developmental age to dental age, which is believed 

to be less affected by outside factors. These analyses combine results by the author and 

Salo (2007, 2008, 2011). The adult comparison should be taken with caution as some 

individuals may have moved from another location, presenting a different average stature, 

or they may simply have a genetic predisposition, not in any way linked to growth arrest. 

Different average statures were calculated for sites and sexes. With subadults, the 

comparison is much more reliable due to the timetable of tooth eruption.  

 Adults who were as tall or taller than the average stature for the site, 

appeared to reach the peak of HL formation around the age 9-10, regardless of the 

inclusion of type I lines in the sample, whereas the individuals who remained shorter than 

average experienced a peak in the later age group 11-12. The exclusion of type I lines did 

not affect the peaks, but it excluded all cases from the age group 7-8 and the shorter 

individuals from 9-10. Between adults with stature discrepancy there is no statistical 

difference (p=0,6) 

 Subadults whose skeletal development was behind their dental age, a more 

chronologically accurate age, exhibited distribution peaks in the age groups 3-4 and 7-8. 

The exclusion of type I lines did not affect the distribution and, unlike the adults, it did not 

exclude any age groups. Subadults whose developmental age matched their dental age, 

showed lines only between ages 1 and 6, but this is because none of the individuals in this 

category lived beyond the age of circa 7. Subsequently, this affected the statistical analysis, 

showing a difference between subadults whose growth matched their chronological age 

and whose did not (p=0,01).  
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Figure 14. HLs versus stature (adults). All line types included. From author 

 

Figure 15. HLs versus stature (adults). Line type I excluded. From author. 
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Figure 17. HLs versus development. Line type I excluded. From author. 

Figure 16. HLs versus development. All line types included. From author. 
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5.3 Harris lines and stress markers 

 

To pursue the matter of health and line distribution slightly further, cribra orbitalia and 

enamel hypoplasia, were added into the investigation. According to Salo, altogether 34 

individuals (17%) of the sample was diagnosed with cribra orbitalia and 27 (13,5%) were 

found with enamel hypoplasia. (see Salo 2007, 2008, 2011) Due to the low number of 

cases, a division was only done to adults and subadults, the sexes and sites were pooled. 

Enamel hypoplasia occurs during the time of tooth formation, and does not remodel, 

carrying the information about childhood defects into adulthood. Although cribra orbitalia 

often occurs in childhood, it is not limited to this time, and so its prevalence in the adult 

category has not been discussed as much here. The results, however, have been included in 

the appendices (figure 28). Furthermore, the full exploration of the presence and 

implications of cribra orbitalia and enamel hypoplasia (such as calculating ages of 

formation to hypoplasia defects) did not fit the scope of this investigation, resulting in the 

decision to treat this data simply in the light of HL formation.  

 

Table 13. Prevalence of cribra orbitalia and enamel hypoplasia after Salo (2007, 2008, 

2011). 

Maturity cribra orbitalia enamel hypoplasia cribra orbitalia % enamel hypoplasia % 

Adult 19 42 11 24 

Subadult 27 4 23 3 
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Subadults were divided between individuals who exhibited cribra orbitalia and who did 

not, resulting in two different distributions. Individuals with no detected cribra orbitalia, 

had HL formation peaks in the age groups 3-4 and 9-10, presenting a distribution similar to 

the one in figure 17, showing HL formation for adults who met or exceeded the stature 

average within their subsample (i.e. site). The peak in HL formation for subadults with 

cribra orbitalia, does not follow the aforementioned distribution, but forms a peak in the 

age group 7-8, much like when the dividing factor was developmental versus dental age.  

 Adults from whom enamel hypoplasia was not detected showed a slight peak 

in the age group 3-4 and a more prominent one in 9-10 and 11-12, mirroring the 

distribution in figure 13, HL formation according to maturity. Adults with enamel 

hypoplasia, showed HL formation peaks in three age groups, slight ones in the groups 3-4 

and 7-8 and a more prominent one in 11-12. The majority of subadults had no enamel 

hypoplasia, and the subsequent distribution in figure 20 reflects the subadult HL formation 

distribution in figure 13. Although enamel hypoplasia was detected in 4 subadults, they 

either had no tibiae available for inspection, did not present HLs, or the age of the 

individual was too uncertain for the calculation of formation age.  

 

Figure 18. HL formation in subadults with no detected cribra orbitalia versus those 

with detected cribra orbitalia. From author. 
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Figure 19. HL formation in adults with no detected EH versus adults with 

detected EH. From author. 

Figure 20. HL formation in subadults with no detected EH versus subadults with 

detected EH (no cases). From author. 
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5.4 Harris lines by sites 

 

When a division was conducted between sites (figures 21 and 22), Renko individuals 

appeared to exhibit most lines (also visible in table 10), however the difference between 

Renko and Porvoo was not significant for either adults (p=0,4) or subadults (p=0,5). Due to 

its unique distribution was not compared to Porvoo and Renko, which are cemetery sites. 

Although males and females have slight differences in the age of the 

adolescent growth, it was not detected from the adult material here. Females of both 

Porvoo and Renko had most lines in the age group 11-12, but only the Porvoo females had 

visible lines in the age group 7-8. The males, however, showed more difference between 

sites. Both Porvoo and Renko individuals had lines in the age group 7-8, but the Renko 

adolescent growth spurt took place slightly sooner, around the age 9-10, whereas the 

Porvoo individuals there was only a small peak in 11-12.  

 The subadult HL distributions are very different between sites (figure 22). 

Due to the strikingly different distribution of the Porvoo subadults, peaking in ages 1-2, 5-

6 and 9-10, further analysis was conducted. By the age of 4, all individuals were 

developmentally behind (figure 25). Similar trend was noted in the Renko sample, only 

slightly later (age 5-6, figure 29 in appendices). Using subadult data to interpret health is 

slightly more challenging than using adult data, as the age group is exhibiting the ultimate 

stage of poor health (premature death).  

 

 

 

 

Figure 21. HLs formation according to site (adults). From author. From author. 
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Figure 23. HL formation in males according to site. From author. 

Figure 22. HLs formation according to site (subadults). From author. 
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Figure 24. HL formation in females according to site. From author. 

Figure 25. HL formation on Porvoo subadults according to development. From author. 
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6 Discussion 

 

Depending on the location, 58 to 96 percent of the analysed individuals had Harris lines, 

the lowest number of cases coming from Hamina, the highest from Renko. The difference 

can be expected, as the majority of the Hamina sample was under the age of 7, whereas the 

mean age of Renko and Porvoo was well into the adult category. In this sample the oldest 

individual to exhibit at least one line had the maximum likelihood of ca 80 years of age. 

Even excluding the faintest lines did not limit the lines to only younger age groups, 

however the number of lines visible decreased drastically after the first decades. Using 

adult individuals for data analysis carries its own difficulties due to line resorption, but the 

similarity of the general patterns seen in both age categories suggests that line resorption 

takes place in an even pace. 

Overall, the best bone placement for line detection was medio-lateral, 

supporting the finds by Scott & Hoppa (2015). Lines were most often present in the radii, 

femora, tibiae, fibulae, and sometimes in the ulnae, vertebrae of newborns and the 

metatarsals. The bone exhibiting the most Harris lines was the tibia, as was expected from 

previous research (Alfonso et al. 2005), but the fibulae came as close second. The fibulae, 

though adorned with several muscle attachment sites, are not as crucial as other limb 

bones. In fact, some may not have them at all (Jo Buckberry, personal communication). 

The lesser necessity of fibulae could explain the prevalence of lines, as very little 

mechanical loading is focused on it. As mentioned in chapter 3, mechanical loading 

increases bone remodelling, which in turn increases line resorption. 

When the mean number of lines according to side was estimated, the adults 

exhibited slightly more lines on the left upper radius, the right femur and left tibia and 

fibula, however the differences do not carry a statistical significance. To ensure that 

differential preservation of the bone element does not affect the results, only the distal ends 

were compared. The lines were considered in light of sidedness, the domination of a 

certain side of the body. This domination is expected to present in the form of more robust 

muscle-attachment sites, and is called asymmetry (Steele & Mays 1995). Directional 

asymmetry, where the dominating robustness is present in all the bones of the limb, is 

considered healthy (Auerbach & Ruff 2006; Shaw 2011). Contrary to it are cases of 

fluctuating asymmetry, where the more robust bone cannot be predicted (DeLeon 2007). 

Asymmetry is more pronounced in the upper limbs, especially the humerus, and the 
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dominating side is mirrored in the lower tibia (Cuk et al. 2001). As this material has not 

been evaluated for handedness, the patterns seen in the radii, tibiae and fibulae were 

merely noted. The femora on the other hand, have been seen to exhibit a general pattern of 

left side domination regardless of handedness (Cuk et al. 2001; Macho 1991; Ruff & 

Hayes 1983). Here, both adults and subadults showed a higher mean of lines in the right 

femora, which could be explained by the side experiencing less mechanical loading. The 

difference between pooled results is slight, too small to be statistically different, as it the 

case with directional asymmetry among healthy individuals. The fact that the mere side 

could affect the number of visible lines, speaks for the challenges of interpreting Harris 

lines from past populations. With subadults, the proximal tibiae exhibited more, which has 

been noted in previous research (Alfonso et al. 2005). The subadults also had more 

fluctuation on Harris line prevalence, which is not surprising as the age group can be 

expected to exhibit irregular growth events. Further research could compare Harris lines 

with robusticity of these individuals to see if there is any correlation.  

 Dividing the lines on the distal ends of tibiae according to type (type I-III) 

was useful, because it helped to distinguish between lines. In previous research, line 

resorption due to bone remodelling has been noted via the absence of lines, which in itself 

may be slightly misguiding. With subadults, the most common line type was type II 

(moderate lines on metaphyses) whereas the adults had mostly type I lines (faint lines). Of 

course, it could be argued that unhealthy children may have had a stronger presentation of 

type II lines, but due to the other findings in this study (to be explained shortly), the shift in 

the most common line type is interpreted as the result of remodelling of especially the 

moderate lines. 

When the HL formation ages were divided according to maturity, the 

subadult and adult groups were remarkably different, the former peaking in early 

childhood, the latter in adolescence. Previous studies have commented on the lack of lines 

around age 3 from adults due to resorption, (Piontek et al. 2001). Here, lines were 

observed, but the absence of a peak could be explained by resorption. The lack of peak in 

adolescence of the subadult group could be due to the small number of individuals in older 

age groups (see figure 11). However, leaning on the research perceiving Harris lines as a 

sign of growth (Alfonso et al. 2005; Alfonso-Durruty 2011; Ludloff 1903; 

Papageorgopoulou et al. 2011), the lack of lines could be interpreted as health-related, 

causing slowed or arrested growth. Both subadult and adult peaks took place in ages where 

growth is expected to accelerate, and Geber (2014) has found a statistically significant 
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correlation between shorter stature and the lack of lines in 6-12-year-olds. Figure 26 shows 

the growth velocity curve of males (solid line) and females (dotted line) and figure 27 

exhibits the pooled results from adults and subadults for age of Harris line formation. The 

peak in the age group 3-4 in the archaeological sample could be due to a slightly later 

growth spurt, while the later 11-12 peak appears to be an average of the male and female 

growth velocity curves. There were not enough adult males and females to divide the data 

according to sex. 

 

Figures 26 (upper) and 27 (lower). Comparing the growth velocity curve (upper) to the HL 

formation curve of the Finnish sample (lower). Figure 26 redrawn from Bogin (1999: 69), figure 

27 from author. 
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Curiously, the pooled results of the archaeological data are not able catch the mid-growth 

spurt around the age of 7. The peak is not formidable and smoothing of the data could be 

considered as an explanation. In further data analysis Harris line formation ages were 

divided with various factors, including “health”. Before, researchers have attempted to 

discover a correlation between Harris lines and other health indicators, such as stressors or 

stature, only to conclude there is no one-to-one correspondence. Here, health indicators 

were merely used as data dividers as opposed to direct correlates. Subadults were divided 

to individuals with no difference between skeletal developmental age and tooth age (the 

latter is considered more closely related to chronological age while skeletal development 

and growth is more susceptible to environmental factors), and the adults to those who 

reached and/or exceeded the site stature estimate and to those who did not. The adult 

division according to stature may be slightly misguided, as it cannot take into account 

migration or stature changes in different eras, however the subadult division can be 

considered more reliable due to the stronger relationship between development and age.  

 Regardless whether the adult division is correct or not, it revealed an 

additional peak in Harris line formation in the shorter adults, as well as the smaller 

subadults in the age group 7-8. This peak aligns perfectly with the mid-growth spurt, but 

became visible only in the sample that was considered less healthy than its counterpart. 

Why only the less healthy exhibit a mid-growth spurt? The explanation could again lie in 

the smoothing of data. In the idealised growth velocity curve (figure 26) the mid-growth 

peak is truly not significantly distinguishable from its surroundings, and could easily be 

lost if the sample around the event is lacking. When type I lines were excluded from the 

sample, no adult individual, short or tall, exhibited lines in the age group 7-8, suggesting 

the mid-growth spurt does not leave behind remarkable signs. However, the peak present 

in the unhealthy sample is quite obvious. A few studies have suggested the lack of 

correlation between Harris lines and growth arrest is due to catch-up growth (Mays 1985, 

1995; Ribot & Roberts 1996). In light of the evidence here, it is suggested that instead of 

using catch-up growth to explain the lack of correlation between Harris lines and growth 

arrest, the formation of Harris lines in the age group 7-8 could be interpreted as a sign of 

catch-up growth.  Horak & Valge (2015) have shown that a stress-free environment during 

the adolescent growth spurt can reverse the effects of previous stress, returning the 

individual to their size potential. In the past, the existence of an environment with no 

environmental stressors can be considered highly unlikely (and in light of the Finnish 

historical sources, quite impossible), meaning early childhood growth arrest could not be 
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completely erased, preventing most to reach their full potential. Furthermore, tall adults 

appeared to have more lines in the age group 9-10 while with shorter individuals this peak 

took place in 11-12, which follows the reasoning of catch-up growth. In the adult sample, 

the exclusion of type I lines decreased the linecount of shorter individuals, which correlates 

with the theory of the thickness of the line being connected to the velocity of growth of the 

bone (discussed in chapter 2). When the frequencies of Harris lines were compared 

between the shorter and the taller, 65% of the lines on shorter individuals were faint type I 

lines, whereas the only 34% of the lines on taller individuals were type I. 

Similar peaks in Harris lines formation has been observed in other studies as 

well, with quite different interpretations. Ameen et al. (2005, see table 4 in chapter 3.1) 

compared Swiss modern and Medieval samples to one another, using the table by Maat 

(1984). Their results showed the Medieval sample had line formation peaks in the ages 9 

and 12, and only one true peak for the modern sample around the age of 2. The peaks in 

the Medieval sample were interpreted as a possible sign of childhood illness, and the peak 

in the modern one as a sign of weaning. However, if weaning was the case, the peak should 

be present in the Medieval sample as well, possibly even more so because of lower living 

conditions. The sample was not divided according to maturity, so it cannot be said whether 

this distribution would change as a result. The interpretation by Ameen et al. (2005) is not 

by any extent different from many others, and the prevalence percent between their modern 

and Medieval samples (20% for the former and 80% for the latter) is a prominent 

difference. According to Anna Föhr (personal communication), the numbers are consistent 

with Finnish modern cases and the historical samples used in this study. In modern 

individuals Harris lines are more of a clinical curiosity. For instance, Harris lines in the 

vertebrae of Finnish newborns are the result of extremely fast growth, and have been 

interpreted normal. (Anna Föhr, personal communication) To refer back to the point made 

previously, Finns before the 20
th

 century have been under greater environmental stress, 

evident from both historical sources and the skeletal material, preventing canalisation. In 

other words, regardless whether the individual has experienced extreme periods of stress, 

the environment has remained at least slightly stress-inducing for everybody. To 

counteract, the periods of accelerated growth have been a time to catch up. The increase of 

average stature can be seen even in contemporary populations, suggesting the negation of 

external stressors is relatively novel considering human history. In this light, Harris lines 

are most importantly evidence of the plasticity of human growth, of the ability to adapt to 

the changing environment not only culturally but biologically.  
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Site-specific analysis of the data did not reveal anything specific. In Porvoo and Renko, 

males showed a slight difference in the placement of the adolescent growth spurt, and the 

females in Renko did not exhibit any lines around the mid-growth spurt. Salo (2016) has 

suggested, that the rural site of Renko may have been a healthier living environment than 

the contemporary towns. According to the Harris line distributions, the Renko adults 

resembled more closely the normal growth curve, which could be used as further evidence 

for less-stressful living conditions. According to Salo (2016: 61), the Porvoo individuals 

were buried in a prestigious location, possibly indicating a better living status. The adults 

had a mean age-at-death at 60, which can be considered old, but the Harris line 

distributions of the subadults had mostly individuals who were behind their age in stature 

or fusion. A similar trend was discovered from Renko, suggesting individuals who stayed 

healthy during early childhood, were less likely to die in later childhood. However, this 

may be more representative of individuals who were able to avoid severe childhood 

diseases (or experience mild forms of it) than reflect their biological endurance against 

them. In Hamina, most individuals had died before the mid-growth spurt had taken place, 

leaving behind less information, but the spontaneous nature of the site could suggest an 

epidemic had occurred. As none of the sites presented a full cemetery sample, drawing 

larger conclusions of overall health might be misleading, and further investigation with 

larger and more population-representative samples (entire cemeteries) is required. 
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Conclusions 

 

Since Harris lines were first noticed, studies have not found any comprehensive 

explanations to their presence. Although the most appealing models have suggested a 

connection to accelerated growth, the line co-occurrence with conditions inducing physical 

stress has been too high to be merely coincidental. As mentioned in the introduction of this 

dissertation, the aim was to review Harris lines, and explore their applications in 

archaeology. Radiographs of the Finnish archaeological material were analysed and the 

results gave further support for the connection between Harris lines and saltatory growth. 

The ages of Harris line formation were focussed on periods where subadults experience 

growth spurt, the early childhood, the mid-growth and adolescence. However, individuals 

who showed signs of stress during growth (e.g. enamel hypoplasia) were the only ones to 

exhibit the mid-growth spurt, quite prominently. This is interpreted as an effect of data 

smoothing among the “healthy” individuals and as catch-up growth among the “sick”. 

 The results support previous views of health in the past, before medical 

intervention was evolved enough to alter the pool of childhood diseases. Individuals with a 

prominent presentation of Harris lines around the mid-growth spurt (circa 7-8) had 

experienced stress before this period, causing them growth and developmental retardation. 

However, the lines do not correspond with diseases per se, but with periods of recovery, 

where the body is able to catch up. In adults, the same peak was found among individuals 

who were shorter, suggesting that although catch-up growth did take place, the 

environmental stress was continuous enough to prevent full catch up. Stature alone has 

been used as an indicator of health, and according to this study Harris lines could be used 

as well. In archaeology, this find can be used in combination with other childhood health-

related factors as the periods of higher Harris line prevalence can be connected with 

periods of accelerated growth and recovery.  

The find perpetuates the osteological paradox (Wood et al. 1992), where 

skeletal signs of stress are an indication of the ability to endure environmental stress, 

whereas the individuals appearing healthy have succumbed. The different periods of 

accelerated growth for shorter and taller adults in this sample are an indication of this 

phenomenon. Harris line distributions also show whether recovery was possible in the 

form of catch up growth, which could be used as a larger indicator of environmental 

conditions (i.e. whether stress was periodical or continuous). Harris lines, like growth in 
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general, exhibit the dynamic relationship between the body and sociocultural environment. 

For the (human) species to overcome periods of adverse living conditions, evolution has 

ensured robustness of the system controlling (human) growth. As visible here, this 

adaptability leaves behind clues which can be found when asking the right questions. This 

being said, the phenomenon captured here has not been recorded before in such a way, and 

further studies must be made using populations with varying ethnic and temporal 

backgrounds to assure its universality. Furthermore, the recording of Harris lines could 

benefit from a computerised tool, which could help manage observer error as well as data 

collection time. A study could be done solely on looking at the methodology and ways to 

improve it.  

 

 



Glossary 

 

Apoptosis Cell death 

Autocrine Communication within the cell  

Canalisation Measure of a gene’s ability to produce similar individuals regardless of 

extrinsic factors 

Chondrocyte Cartilage cells 

Collagen Fibrous protein in bone tissue 

Cribra orbitalia Porosity on the roofs of the orbits, caused by increased marrow activity 

which may be linked to inflammatory processes, genetic factors, mal- and undernutrition, 

etc 

Cytokine Protein secreted by a cell to communicate with other cells 

Diaphysis Shaft of long bone 

Distal The farthermost portion of bone as perceived from the midline of the body 

Enamel hypoplasia Defect of enamel formation in childhood, resulting in lines or pits on 

the surface of the tooth, which can be caused by trauma to the tooth, nutritional deficiency, 

illness, etc 

Endocrine Communication between glands and cells 

Endosteum Membrane on the inner surface of long bones 

Epiphyseal growth plate Cartilaginous plate from which growth takes place in long 

bones, resides between the metaphysis and epiphysis 

Epiphysis End of a long bone, fuses with the shaft when growth stops 

Growth hormone (GH) Stress hormone which stimulates IGF-I production 

Harris lines Radiopaque lines in bones, transverse in long bones 

Haversian canal Tubular structure in compact bone from which blood vessels and nerves 

run through 

Histology Study of microscopic anatomy 

Hyaline Cartilage consisting of type II collagen, covering synovial joints such as the knee 

Hypertrophy Enlargement of a cell 

Indian hedgehog Protein which guides chondrocyte differentiation and proliferation 

Insulin-like growth factor - I (IGF-I) Protein secreted mostly by the liver, promotes cell 

proliferation and stops cell death (apoptosis) 

Macrophage Cell which eats other cells 



Mesenchymal stem cell Cell which can differentiate into bone cells, cartilage cells, fat 

cells or muscle cells 

Metaphysis Widened end of shaft between diaphysis and epiphysis 

Mitosis Division of cells 

Osteoblast Type of bone cell which creates new bone 

Osteoclast Type of bone cell which eats bone 

Osteocyte Type of bone cell which is embedded in the bone matrix and has ceased to 

proliferate 

Osteoid Unmineralised portion of the bone matrix 

Osteon The basic unit of compact bone, contains a Haversian canal and is surrounded by 

lamellar bone 

Paracrine Communication between cells 

Parathyroid Hormone-related Peptide (PTHrP) Protein which regulates the width of the 

epiphyseal growth plate 

Periosteum Membrane on the outer surface of bones 

Proximal The closest portion of bone as perceived from the midline of the body 

Vesicle Fluid-filled structure in cells which are involved in storage, transport and 

metabolism 

Volkmann’s canal Small vessels connecting Haversian canals 
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